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Employee Entitled to Trial on Age Discrimination Claim 

 

 

 

An employee’s evidence was consistent with an inference of age discrimination, and, therefore, the ultimate

question of whether his termination was a result of unlawful bias should not have been decided without a trial,

the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held.

For more than 40 years, Lyle Ridout worked at a meat-processing plant owned by JBS USA LLC, moving up

through the ranks to become superintendent of the rendering department.  In May 2010, at age 62, he was

discharged after an incident arising from an equipment failure. He was replaced by two employees, both

substantially younger than he was. Ridout sued the company, claiming that age was the real reason for his

firing. The district court granted summary judgment to the company because Ridout had not proved that his

employer’s reasons for termination were a pretext for age discrimination. Ridout appealed the decision.

The 8th Circuit first assessed the two reasons the company gave for terminating Ridout: his declining

performance and insubordination. The court found there was a strong showing that the plaintiff’s performance

was satisfactory at the time he was dismissed. He had never been counseled or warned about his

performance in more than 40 years of working for JBS, and his last performance review had rated him as

“meeting expectations.”

In addressing the claim of insubordination, Ridout admitted he was annoyed when he was questioned about

a breakdown in machinery that caused a backlog in his department, and he did raise his voice and swear

during the discussion; but he later apologized. However, it was undisputed that the argument took place on

the factory floor right next to a very loud piece of equipment, that it was common for people to speak loudly

on the factory floor because of the noise and that it was typical for workers to swear during heated

arguments. Additionally, Ridout stated he was hard of hearing and often talked loudly. No supervisor could

recall a single other instance where any employee had been terminated for yelling or swearing.

Ridout gave evidence that younger co-workers were treated more leniently when they committed similar

infractions. After firing Ridout, JBS first replaced him with a man in his 30s who was later demoted for poor

performance—the same infraction for which Ridout was terminated. The second replacement, also in his 30s,

had been fired five years earlier for creating a mock Ku Klux Klan hood out of industrial materials and

displaying it to a black employee—behavior that the court found at least as serious as the claims against

Ridout. Moreover, the plaintiff proved that four out of five salaried supervisors were dismissed by JBS around

the same time as he was, and all were over 40.

The court found Ridout’s evidence sufficient to allow a rational fact-finder to conclude that the company’s

reasons for terminating him were a pretext for age discrimination; thus, it reversed the grant of summary

judgment and sent the case back to the district court for trial.

Ridout v. JBS USA LLC, 8th Cir., No. 12-3220 (June 14, 2013).

Professional Pointer: This case demonstrates the importance of having well-trained supervisors and

consistent policies. If the employee truly has performance issues, it should be documented at the time.

Allowing poor performance to slide does not help the employee or the company.

Linda H. Evans is an attorney at Neel, Hooper and Banes, P.C., the Worklaw Network member firm in

Houston.
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